WEARDALE SKI CLUB How to get there
First make sure you have a shovel & winter tyres or good snow chains
Only follow this route- do not attempt road from teesdale in winter conditions, it is often
blocked and dangerous. please do not use back road from westgate as courtesy for the
residents– make sure sat nav does not take you on these routes!
SATNAV postcode DL13 1PB
ONLY USE FROM DADDRY SHIELD This will take you to the farm over the bridge just
before the ski club
From WestFrom East
A689 to Daddry Shield
A689 to Daddry
(after St John’s Chapel)
Shield (after
Take a right turn just
Westgate) Take a
after phone box
sharp LEFT just
after the bridge
Follow road for 0.3m to lay-by
(1st marker on the map)
Put chains on here unless you have winter
tyres or 4*4 and winter tyres.
Otherwise wait here to get lift or walk!
Follow road for 0.3m then turn right
Up single track road up steep hill

Follow this road for 2.1m till you go over a
bridge
When you can see the car park wait if there
are cars in the road waiting to park as you will
probably get stuck behind them
Parking
(2nd marker on the map)
ALWAYS FRONT FIRST
Go as far in as you can then dig in if necessary
Don’t turn as this can cause obstruction when
you get stuck

1- On left before the gate
at 45 DEGREES

2- On the flat by the
3- On right past
gatethe gate
at 45
You are lucky if you
DEGREES
can park here!
NEVER PARK IN
LONG
FRONT OF GATEVEHICLES
Or any gate for that
HERE PLEASE
matter
To access the slopes
(3rd marker on the map)
Go over the style, and follow tracks across the moor for about 10 minutes

